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1 INTRODUCTION 

Tsunami events are traditionally represented in the geological record by a sequence of fine-grained sediments, but 

increasingly coastal boulder deposits are being used as indicators of past tsunami events. The emplacement mechanism of 

many boulder deposits, however, is heavily debated and determining whether the inundation event was a tsunami or storm 

remains an unresolved challenge (Cox et al., 2020). Using physical experiments, we aim to achieve a better understanding of 

how tsunamis move coastal boulders. This knowledge will aid field geomorphologists in the identification of the emplacement 

mechanism for coastal boulder deposits and allow for the determination of wave parameters. In January 2023, physical 

experiments using the HR Wallingford Tsunami Simulator were completed as part of the MAKEWAVES collaboration. These 

experiments investigated the movement of a cuboid and irregular shaped boulder model when impacted by different tsunami 

waveforms on a plane beach. We propose new empirical formulae to describe relationships between transport distance and 

different tsunami waves. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A sketch of the experimental set up and instrument positions is given in Figure 1. A 1:50 scale model was used. Two 

boulder shapes were selected for the experiments and placed at the still water level. A cuboid-shaped boulder model with 

dimensions 2.7 x 3.3 x 3.4 cm (± 0.01 cm) was used to be comparable to previous studies. It had a dry weight of 82 g and 

volume of 30 cm³. An irregular-shaped boulder model was also used, to be representative of real-world boulder movement, 

in particular elongate boulders. It had approximate dimensions of 7.5 x 3 x 2.3 cm, a volume of 28 cm³, and a dry weight of 

77 g. Both boulder models were made of the same limestone, which has a density of 2750 kg/m³. Three short wave gauges 

recorded data on the slope the boulder moved along, whilst 8 long wave gauges recorded wave information in the length 

between the tsunami simulator and the toe of the 1:30 slope. Three different groups of waves were run during the tests: N- 

waves, which are trough led waves, E-waves, which are elevated, crest led waves (Fig. 2), and bores, which are more impulsive 

crest led waves with a steep wave front. 
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Figure 1. Experimental set up & Instrument position: (a) side view (b) plan view. SWG = Short Wave Gauge, 

LWG = Long Wave Gauge, Vec = Vectrino, d = water depth. All dimensions are in metres. 
 

Figure 2. Wave gauge data example for an E-wave (d = 1.02 m). 

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

A dimensional analysis approach has been taken to interpret the data. Through the use of Buckingham’s Pi Theorem 

(Hughes, 1993), we have developed new empirical equations to describe relationships between boulder transport distance and 

different tsunami wave types. The dominant parameters seem to be boulder size, wave height and period. 
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